Litigation analysis powered by Premonition™

Get an edge in
claims litigation

Now available through wcNavigator ®
and Liability Navigator ®
Insurers face uncertainty in court
Workers’ compensation and liability claims are already
difficult to manage. When those claims enter litigation,
they can become even more unpredictable. Litigation
can seem like a gamble: you hire what you think is a
good attorney and hope for the best. But what if you
could leverage data to improve your chances? Legal
analytics does just that, and it’s a game changer.

Enhance analytics solutions with litigation data
As the world’s largest litigation database, Premonition™
provides unprecedented analysis of court data. Combine this with our leading analytic platforms and you
have an opportunity to rethink your legal expense and
performance metrics.

wcNavigator® and Liability Navigator® now feature
seamless access to Premonition legal analytic services
right in the platform.

Premonition captures
more than

500,000 cases
a day and holds 87% of
all cases filed in the
United States.

Premonition gives insurers
a legal game plan
Get the right counsel
• Identify the most effective attorneys before specific judges
• Select attorneys based on success rates with a particular
claim type
• Evaluate lawyers based on litigation history and case duration

ISO Claims Partners
is uniquely positioned to help you achieve
compliance and cost savings with our
legal, medical, and technology expertise.

INSIGHTS

Develop a winning strategy

Data from more than 1 billion industrywide claims

• Analyze the strength of opposing counsel

The largest number of successful Medicare
submissions in the industry

• Evaluate the likelihood of success for different types of legal
motions based on case type and judge

 arket-leading predictive analytics tools supporting
M
enhanced triaging and resolution

• Make data-based decisions on settlement versus trial
litigation strategy

Industry-leading OCR and text-mining capabilities

ADVOCACY

• Negotiate legal fees more effectively based on performance

The industry’s largest and most experienced team
of legal and medical MSP compliance experts

Combine the power of claims analytics with
legal analysis

Customized, flexible solutions based on your
risk management strategy

• Get comprehensive claims and litigation insights

On-site file consultation and pickup

RESULTS

• Drive down claims and legal costs

Improved claims outcomes and loss ratios

• Leverage claims and litigation databases for better
decision making

E xpedited settlements
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Mitigated risk and settlement consistency
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